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ABSTRACT. Recently R. Rochberg has characterized Hankel and Toeplitz op-

erators on the Paley-Wiener space which belong to the Schatten-von Neumann

class Sp for p > 1. These operators coincide up to Fourier transform with

Wiener-Hopf operators on a finite interval. Using a different approach, we

extend Rochberg's result to all positive p.

1.  Introduction. In this paper we investigate the integral operators Wa<k on

L2[—a,a] defined by

(Wt'<r,kf){x) =     Kx~ y)f{y) dy,     x e [-^ ^L
J—a

where k is a function (or a distribution) on R. These operators are analogues

of Wiener-Hopf operators which are defined on L2(R+). They are important in

different domains of analysis.

The main purpose of the paper is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition

on k in order that Wa<k be in the Schatten-von Neumann class Sp, 0 < p < oo.

Recall that Sp consists of the operators T on a Hilbert space whose singular num-

bers sn(T) (i.e. the eigenvalues of (TT)1/2 arranged in the nonincreasing order)

satisfy the condition

(\ i/p

5>„(r))p       <<*>•
ra>0 J

We refer the reader to [1] for information about Sp-classes. We only mention

here that if A, B are bounded operators and T E §p then ATB E Sp and

||AT5||Sp<||A|H|T||Si)-||5||

(here || • || is the operator norm).

Besides the operators Wa^ one can consider truncated continual Hankel opera-

tors rCTifc on L2[—a,a] defined by

(r^/)(*)= [   k(x + y)f(y)dy,
J —a

x E [—a, a]
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Though the properties of Wiener-Hopf operators and Hankel operators are quite

different, the operators Ta,k and W„,k differ from each other by a unitary factor.

Indeed, let U be the unitary operator on L2[—a,a] defined by

(Uf)(x) = f(-x),        xE[-a,a].

Then rCT,fc = Wa,kU. So Ta¡k E SP if and only if Wa,k E Sp.

As in the case of Wiener-Hopf operators and Hankel operators, the operators

Watk (and Ta,k) can be expressed in terms of Fourier transform as compressions of

multiplication operators. Indeed, by the Paley-Wiener theorem (see [2]) the Fourier

transform &~ of {/ E L2(R): supp/ C [—a, a]} is the space PW„ which consists of

the entire functions of exponential type at most a whose restrictions to the real line

belong to L2(R). Thus, the Paley-Wiener theorem reduces the operators Wa¿ to

the operators Ta<v on PWCT defined by Ta^f = Pa<pf, where PCT is the orthogonal

projection from L2(R) onto PWa.

In a recent paper [6] R. Rochberg described the bounded operators Wa¿ and

the operators Wa>k of class Sp for 1 < p < oo in terms of the symbol k. Note that

for 0 < p < 1, || • ||s defined by (1) is not a norm, Sp is not a Banach space, and

Rochberg's techniques do not work in this case.

We suggest another approach here which permits us to cover all values of p.

Note that R. Rochberg in [6] also described the operators Wa,k of finite rank and

found interesting relations between the operators Wa^k and the discrete commutator

operators, i.e. the operators on /2(Z) with matrices

n      _ i (Cj - ck)/(j - k),        j ¿ k,
J'h ~ \ 0, j = k,

where {c„} is a sequence of complex numbers.

We shall reduce the problem of description of operators Wa¡k of class Sp to the

corresponding problem for Hankel operators. Given a function (or distribution) k

on R+, the Hankel operator Tk on L2(R+) is defined by

rOO

(Tkf)(x)= k(x + y)f(y)dy,        xEU+.
Jo

Now we recall the description of the Hankel operators of class Sp.

THEOREM. Let 0 < p < oo. The operator Tk belongs to Sp if and only if the

Fourier transform SFk of its symbol belongs to the Besov space Bp = Bp   (R).

See [4] for 1 < p < oo and [5, 8] for p < 1.

We refer the reader to [3] for basic properties of Besov spaces which admit many

equivalent definitions. We only recall one of them.

Let {ipj}jez be C°°-functions on R+ such that supp^ C [2^-\2^ + 1], 0 < ip3■ <

1, J2jez ^jix) = 1 on R+ and ij)J + \(x) = ipj(x/2). It is very easy to construct such

a system of functions. Then &~k E Bp if and only if

(2) E2,H^^*)II1-(R)<~-

Now we are going to formulate the main result of the paper.
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Let J = [a, ß] be an interval. We associate with / a system of functions {v3}3çz

in the following way:

u3(x)=i^3(2(x-a)/(ß-a)),        j < 0,

u3(x) = v3(ot + ß - x),        j > 0,

v0(x) = i-J2yj{x).
j¥0

Clearly, 0 < u3< 1, supp v3 C [a, (a + ß)/2] for j < 0 and supp v3 C [(a + ß)/2, ß]

for j > 0.

THEOREM l. Let {v3}jez be the sequence of functions associated with [—2a, 2a].

Then Wa<k E Sp if and only if

(3) ^2-^||^Kfc)irLP<oo.
j€Z

Note that this description resembles the description of operators Fk of class Sp

if we rewrite (2) as

5^ | supp v,-1 • II^WvAOHlp < °°

and rewrite (3) as

^ | supp ^| • ||^(^fc)||^p < oo.

jez

Denote by WHP the space of those symbols k for which Wa<k E Sp. In §3

answering a question by Rochberg [6], we show that the spaces WHP form an

interpolating scale.

2. Proof of the main result. In this section we establish the main result of

the paper. It is more convenient for us to work with truncated Hankel operators

on the interval [0, a]. So, given a function k, we consider the integral operator T£

on L2[0,a] defined by

(n/)(z)= fak(x + y)f(y)dy, xE[0,a].
Jo

Obviously T£ depends only on the restriction of k to the interval [0,2a]. Consider

the sequence {v3}3ez associated with the interval [0,2a]. It is easy to see that

Theorem 1 stated in §1 is equivalent to the following assertion.

THEOREM 2. Let 0 < p < oo. The operator T£ belongs to the class Sp if and

only if

£2-W||^fc)||£p<oo.

J€Z

As we have mentioned in §1, for 1 < p < oo this result has been obtained by

Rochberg [6].

We shall reduce the investigation of the operators T£ to the case of Hankel

operators.   If suppfc C [0,a], we can do this straightforwardly.   Indeed, in this
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case Va. is exactly the restriction of the Hankel operator Tk to L2[0,a]. Moreover

r;t|L2[a,co) = 0. Therefore T£ E Sp if and only if Tk E Sp which is equivalent to

(4) E2"1'1!!^*)!!^00
j<0

(see §1). The same can be done if supp k C [a, 2a]. Indeed, in this case T£ is unitar-

ily equivalent to the operator r? where k(x) = k(2a — x) (the unitary equivalence

is given by the reflection operator U defined by (Uf)(x) = f(a — x), f E L2[0, a]).

Clearly suppfc C [0, a]. So in this case V¡¡. E Sp if and only if

(5) E2Hjlll^^fc)H^<(X>-

Now, if 1 < p < oo, the proof can easily be completed if we apply the theorem on the

boundedness of the triangular projection on Sp, 1 < p < oo (see [1]). Indeed, if this

projection is bounded, we can consider two functions r = X[o,a)k and s = X[a,2a]k

and it follows that T£ E Sp if and only if both T? and T° belong to Sp. Now

estimates (4) and (5), applied to F° and T° respectively, give the desired result.

In the proof of Theorem 2 we shall suppose that 0 < p < 1. Nevertheless it also

works for 1 < p < oo and in the last case it is much simpler. So, actually we do

not need the theorem on the triangular projection.

In the case 0 < p < 1 the above cutting r£ = V" + T" does not work. In order

to reduce Theorem 2 in this case to Hankel operators we shall cut the symbol k in

a more delicate way.

Consider C°°-functions i\, F2, F3 on IR with compact supports such that Fi(x) +

F2(x) + F3(x) = 1 for x E [0,2a], 0 < F3 < 1, suppig = [3o/4,5a/4], suppF3 =

[a,3a], and Fi(x) = F3(2a - x). Put k3 = kF3. We shall prove below that

T% E Sp if and only if all three operators T^, T%2, and T£3 belong to Sp. Now the

above considerations can be applied to T^ and T£ . The operator T£2 should be

investigated separately and we shall show that its investigation can also be reduced

to the case of Hankel operators.

Note that Rochberg in [6] in the case p > 1 has also considered a similar splitting

k = fci + &2 + k3. But in the case p > 1 he has used the fact that the §p-norm of

an integral of operators is less than or equal to the integral of norms. This does

not hold for p < 1. Investigating the operators T£ , Rochberg has used the fact

that the diagonal matrix entries of an operator of class Sp belong to lp which is

also wrong for p < 1.

To prove that the above splitting also works for p < 1 we need a general result

on the so-called Schur multipliers on Sp. Recall that each operator R on L2(R+)

of class Sp with p < 2 can be represented as an integral operator

/•OO

(Rf)(x) = (Ruf)(x) = /     u(x, y)f(y) dy,
Jo

where u E L2(R+ x R+) is the kernel of R.

Now, given a function <p on R+ we can define the following transform ^^ on

SP(L2(R+)):

JiipRu=Rv,        v(x,y) = ip(x + y)u(x,y).
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LEMMA 1. Let <p be a C°°-function on R+ with compact support in (0, oo).

Then ^#p is bounded on Sp for any p E (0, oo).

We postpone the proof of Lemma 1 and first show how to obtain from it the

proof of Theorem 2.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We apply Lemma 1 to the transform ^#jr2 and J?f3-

It is easy to see that

^F2Tak = Tak2    and   J?F3Yl=Yl3.

It follows from Lemma 1 that T% belongs to Sp if and only if Va. , T%2, and T£3

belong to Sp. Now supp k% C [a, 2a], supp fci C [0, a], and so by (4) and (5) we have

(6) Taki E Sp o ^""''H^-MIl' < co,
3<o

(7) Tak3 e Sp <» £2'WII^Ma)llk < oo.
3>o

Now it remains to investigate T£ .

LEMMA 2. Let 0 < p < oo and g be a function on R with support in [3a/4, 5a/4].

Then T° belongs to Sp if and only if SFg belongs to LP(R).

Let us first complete the proof of Theorem 2. It follows from Lemma 2 that T£

belongs to Sp if and only if !?~(F2k) belongs to LP(R) and the right-hand sides of

(6) and (7) are finite. Note that for j > 2 we have v3ks = v3k and for k < — 2 we

have v3k\ = v3k. Now it remains to show that

i

(8) £ ||^fc)||pLP<co

i=-i

if and only if

,9) w(v^k,)]]\P + ii^ofci)iipLp + n^(fc2)irLP

+ W(voki)]]\p + 11^(1/^3)11^  < 00.

But if we recall that k3 = F3k, j = 1,2,3, we can reduce the above assertion to the

following well-known fact (see [3]):

Let <p be a C°°-function on R+ with compact support, 0 < a < ß < oo. Then

for any function g with compact support in [a, ß] we have

(10) W(fg)\\Lp(R)<cvWg\]Lv(R).

From (10) it follows easily that both (8) and (9) are equivalent to the fact that

& I k    E "j     G LP(R)-    D

Now we proceed to the proof of Lemma 1. The proof of Lemma 1 given in the

preprint version of this paper was simplified by S. Janson. We need the following

inequality:

(11) P + 5||sp<||A||pSp + ||5||£p
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for any O < p < 1 and A, B E Sp (see [7]). In the proof we shall assume 0 < p < 1.

For 1 < p < oo the result follows easily by duality and interpolation arguments.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let R E Sp and R = Ru. We have to estimate the

operator Rv with v(x,y) — ¡p(x + y)u(x,y).

Suppose that supp ip C [0, T/2]. Then without loss of generality we can assume

that supp u C [0, T/2] x [0, T/2] since otherwise we could replace u by u\, where \

is the characteristic function of [0,T/2] x [0, T/2]. Define a function $ on the unit

circle T by $(exp(2nix/T)) = ¡p(x), 0<x<T. Then

tp(x + y) = E $(n) exp(27rm(x + y)/T).

nez

Therefore

Rv = ^2 $(n)manRumßn,

n€Z

where an(x) = exp(2mnx/T), ßn(y) = exp(2niny/T), m¡ is multiplication by /

on L2. Then by (11)

]\Rv\\sv <Y,\^n)\vWRu\
nez

It remains to notice that 2n€Z |ê(n)|p < oo since $ 6 C°°(T).    D

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. We consider three operators with the same kernel g(x+y).

The first one we have to investigate is our operator T°. The second one is the Hankel

operator Tg on L2(R+), and the third one is the operator on L2[a/4,a], which we

denote by T°. (See the figure.)

o     a/4 3a ft     a       5a/^

Figure
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Let us show first that

(12) lirais, < ||r;||S|> < ||rff||s,

Indeed, obviously

Tag=3*0arg L2[0,a]    and    f % = <?aa/4TagL2[a/4,a],

where 3°£ is the orthogonal projection onto L2[a, ß]. The above identities obviously

imply (12).
Now ||r9||s„ is equivalent to ||^~<7||i,p(r) since suppa is separated away from zero

and infinity. Obviously ||f^||Sp = ||Fg||sp where g(x) = g(x + a/A). Again ||rô||Sp

is equivalent to ||<^~<?||lp(R)- This completes the proof.    D

3. Real interpolation of the spaces WHP. In this section we answer a

question by Rochberg [6]. Namely, we show that the spaces WHP defined in §1

form an interpolation scale.

THEOREM 3.   Let 0 < p0 < Pi < oo.  Then for 0 < Ô < 1

(WHp0,WHPl)e,p = WHp,

where 1/p = (1 — 6)/po + 0/p\.

Let us sketch the proof. We shall use a "retract argument". Consider nonnega-

tive C°° functions F0 and Ft on [-2a, 2a] such that F0+F1 = 1 on [-2a, 2a], F0 = 1

on [-2a,-a/2], Ft = 1 on [a/2,2a], suppF0 C [-2a,a/2], suppFj C [-a/2,2a].

Now we define an operator J which associates with a kernel k of Wa^k a pair of

functions as follows. Let

ko(x)-       .'1*0(2 ~2<r)'        0<z<4f7,.¡(Ft

k^ = {o,

otherwise;

(F2k)(2a-x),        0<x<4a,

otherwise.

Let /o = ^ko, ft = £Fk\ be the Fourier transforms of k0 and k\.  Then Jk =

{fo,fi}- It is easy to see that k E WHP if and only if f0 and /i belong to Bp.

Consider now a nonnegative C°° function F on IR such that F = 1 on [0,5<r/2]

and F = 0 on [3a, oo). Now given a pair of functions /0 and ft in Bp we define a

kernel k = &{f0,ft} by

k(y) = (F ■ 9-lfo)(y + 2a) + (F ■ ̂~')(2a - y),        -2a < y < 2a.

It is easy to see that ^{/o,/i} E WHP whenever /o,/i E Bp.  It is also easy to

check that 31 Jk = k for any k.

Now the result follows easily from the corresponding fact for Besov spaces:

(Bpo,BPl)e,p = Bp,   o<0<i,     i/p = (i-e)/po + e/p1

(see [3]).    D

ADDED IN PROOF. A preliminary version of this paper was circulated as Uppsala

University, Department of Mathematics Report 1986:9 Recently a Preprint by Pehg

Lizhong Hankel operators on the Paley- Wiener space in Rd, the Australian National

University Research Report CMA-R20-87, has appeared where multi-dimensional

analogues of the above results have been obtained.
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